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New Hayesbank Surgery Patient Participation Group 

Minutes 

 
Attended: Dr Rashid, Mark Hughes, Mr Burrill, Mrs Knight, Mrs Vaughan, Mrs Sims 
& Mrs Large 
 
Apologies: Caron Browning 
 

 
1. Agreement of minutes of meeting held on 19th May 2021: Agreed          

 
2. Matters arising from the meeting on 19th May 2021  

 
      

a) Elected Committee: It was agreed that for the moment those 
attending the meeting would act as the elected committee, but we do 
need a mechanism for voting members on. It was confirmed that any 
patient can be a member of the PPG. All present were happy to have 
their name on the website as the elected committee, except Mrs 
Vaughan who would like to attend the meetings, but was prefer her 
name was not added. This was agreed. 
 

b) Terms of Reference: These have been finalized and can be found on 
the practice website. 

 
c) Communications: There have been significant changes to the 

practice website that should assist with communication.  We should 
look to increase the number of members in the virtual group and the 
new website may help with this, but we could also consider a large 
scale text to patients asking them to join.  
 
Dr Rashid will also pass on the contact details of someone in the 
voluntary sector she knows to Mr Burrill so he can extend an invite to 
them to join us. The voluntary sector is looking to align themselves with 
practices and this could help the PPG & New Hayesbank. 
 

d) External Interest Group Engagement: At present we have had no 
volunteers. We do need another member to support Mr Morley & report 
back to the group. 
 

e) Action log:  Good progress was made on the action points. The 
remaining action points will be carried forward to the actions points 
from this meeting. 
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3. Medical overview: Dr Rashid shared some recent information in regards to 

GP numbers. Between December 2020 & December 2021 the NHS lost 454 
GP’s. There is currently 0.45 GP’s per 1000 patients which means GP’s are 
now looking after an additional 16% extra patients. Despite this more 
appointments were offered by GP’s in January 2022 than in 2020. 

 
In addition to the appointments offered here, the practice also contributes 
another 6 GP sessions per week to the urgent treatment center that sees 
patients who require a GP and come via 111. 
 
At present there is no Long Covid service in East Kent. The CCG is looking at 
this so we can offer the service locally.  
 
Dermatology: We currently offer Dermatology services, but this contract is 
coming to an end and the GP practices need to tender a case to avoid this 
being outsourced to other providers. Mrs Large did mention how the private 
sector has helped the NHS with workload over lockdown. This was 
acknowledged. 
 
Diabetes: There is currently work ongoing to get a new Diabetes project up 
and running in Ashford. This involves patients being seen in the community 
with a very patient centered approach. It has been trialed in Herne Bay with 
great success.    
 
Ashford Stour PCN: The planned merger with Faversham PCN is moving 
ahead. The larger PCN should give us more say in how we manage patients 
locally. 
 

      
4. Update - staffing and services.  

 
ARRS (Additional Roles Reimbursement Scheme): This enables the PCN to 
employ additional staff like pharmacists, pharmacy technicians and 
paramedics. We have recently recruited staff in all of these areas for Ashford 
Stour PCN. There is lots of unspent resource as there is not enough staff 
available. 
 
Dr Ruaux: Dr Ruaux retired in January 2022 as planned. 
 
Dr Ling: Dr Ling has returned to the practice he was trained to take up the 
role of a GP partner. 
 
Estates: There has been lots of growth in Ashford and new housing is putting 
pressure on services. S106 monies are available to use the medical facility at 
Repton Park and it is hoped a community diagnostic hub will be approved. 
 
Kent Medical School: The practice host year 1 & year 2 students. It is hoped 
that having a local medical school will help with the recruitment of doctors 
locally.         
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Covid Virtual Ward: The practice is currently offering a service where all 
patients with a positive covid result are risk assessed and where appropriate 
are contacted by a GP to arrange regular oxygen saturation readings and 
monitoring. 
 
Paediatric Assessment Service: The practice is participating in a service 
with 111 where patients calling 111 with a young child will have a telephone 
assessment by a paediatric consultant. If the consultant feels the child needs 
to be seen face to face they can book into specified appointment slots at the 
practice.    
 
GP Locums: Dr Omorogieva will be working with us as a long term locum 
whilst we recruit a salaried GP 
 
Covid Boosters & Protections to GP Work End March 2022: As of April 
2022 GP practices will need to carry out all contracted work with no income 
protection. In addition we have been asked to continue with Covid 
vaccinations. It is likely that there will be 4 or 5 large centers across East 
Kent. The practice continues to work with the PCN to run and staff local Covid 
vaccination clinics and we hope to be able to continue this. The practice will 
need to continue to adapt.  
 
PPG Volunteers: It was agreed that we would send an e-mail to all current 
members of the PPG to see if they would be interested in volunteering at the 
Covid vaccination center in a receptionist role. The possibility of PPG 
volunteers to act as drivers for vaccinators visiting housebound patients was 
also mentioned. Mrs Large and Mr Burrill both put themselves forward for the 
Covid center.  
 
Mr Burrill asked that upcoming changes be added to the website. This was 
agreed 

5. New Hayesbank Surgery Website: The website is developing well. (See 
summary attached at the end of the minutes) Mark will forward the e-mail he 
shared with Mr Burrill with all of the attendees and Mr Morley. If the group 
could all look at the website and feedback on the improvements and any other 
areas they feel we should focus on. 

It was felt that we should try and get a separate room for the PPG and that the 
PPG ground rules should be added to the website.  

It was noted that it is important to take into account patients who cannot or do 
not want to use computers and that we also make efforts to share information 
in other ways. This was agreed and the practice will continue to ensure it does 
not disadvantage patients who do not have an online presence.        
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6. Ashford Health & Wellbeing Reference Group Overview: Not discussed 
due to Mr Morley not being able to attend.  

 
Mr Morley has been liaising with Mark and Ashford Borough Council to have a 
public access defibrillator fitted outside New Hayesbank Surgery and this is 
progressing well. 

7. Prospects for practical assistance from the PPG to the practice: Mr 
Burrill has been looking at what other PPG’s do and handed out a sheet with 
examples. Mr Burrill asked if the group could provide feedback before the next 
meeting.  
 
Some PPG’s raise money for practices and some have even set up as a 
charity so that they are able to claim back the tax on any donations.  
 
Mr Burrill asked for the PPG’s feedback and Dr Rashid welcomed this and 
said we will support them. 
                                                                        
Mark mentioned that Mr Bhunnoo had expressed an interest in fund raising.  
Mr Burrill asked Mark to forward Mr Bhunnoo his e-mail address so that he 
can contact him to explore prospects.  
  

8. Diversification of membership: There was recognition that the membership 
of the PPG and elected committee is not diverse enough and we would like to 
address this. How do we do this? Mr Limbu sometimes attends and has links 
within the Nepalese community. We could also approach young mothers 
attending the baby clinic and ask work experience students who come to the 
practice to joining the PPG. 
 
We will try and ensure a nurse attends future PPG meetings and also ask one 
of the social prescribers to attend. 
 
The group agreed to pass on any agenda items to Mark or Caron prior to the 
next meeting and communicate with the group and the practice between 
meetings if they have any ideas. 

 
9.  Date of Next Meeting: To be agreed 

 
10. Any Other Business: Booking of Appointments in Advance: The question 

was raised whether we could look at patients being able to book GP 
appointments in advance. We have not done this for a number of years and it 
has drastically reduced the number of patient not attending for appointments. 
With the current resource and capacity issues there is no plan to go back to 
booking in advance, but the practice always keeps an open mind to modifying 
its appointments system as things evolve. 
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11. Action Log: 

Carried Forward From October 2021: 
 

• PPG volunteering at Covid clinics. 

• Add to the website our current representative PPG. 
 

• The group to look at how to improve diversity and inclusivity in the group. See 
point 9 of minutes 1st March 0222. 
 

• Mr Morley to forward Health and wellbeing board meeting dates. 
 

• Mr Morley to circulate information on how to join the virtual health network. 
 

• PPG to consider arranging and managing health promotion days and special 
interest groups.  
 

• Group to forward ideas for agenda items well in advance to Caron and Mark.  
 

• Send out date of next meeting. 
 

Actions 1st March 2022 
 

• Upcoming changes be added to the website 
 

• Agree a voting mechanism for the PPG elected committee 
 

• PPG volunteers to represent the group at external interest events 
 

• Increase the size of the PPG by sending out a text to all patients 
 

• Add names of elected committee on website 
 

• Volunteer and fund-raising developments 
 

• Volunteer and fund-raising developments 
 

• Agree Meeting date for the next meeting 
 

• The PPG members to communicate between meetings with ideas. 
 

 
 
 

 


